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Half, All the Apples on One Tree,
in an Orchard, Halved

Two large-format cibachrome prints  
70” x 100”, 2000 

This is a detail view of an apple tree in an  
orchard in Occidental, California. On a stormy  
day in late October, I climbed it and halved all  
its fruit while still on the tree. This site-specific  
piece is shown as two large-format cibachrome  
prints 70” x 100”. 
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Exhibit A comes from Ludwig Wittgenstein’s Philosophical Investigations:

  In instruction in the language the following process will  

occur: the learner names the objects; that is, he utters  

the word when the teacher points to the stone. — And there  

will be this still simpler exercise: the pupil repeats  

the words after the teacher — both of these being processes  

resembling language.

This little exercise, saying “stone” when the teacher points to a  

stone, is a specimen of what Wittgenstein calls a language game.  

These games are the chief instruments of his investigations: little  

models of experience constructed for thinking about the way we use  

language,	
�    simplified,	
�    intuitive,	
�    and	
�    —	
�    for	
�    all	
�    their	
�    ordinariness	
�    —	
�     

always	
�    also	
�    discomfittingly	
�    odd.

Exhibit B is Elizabeth Demaray’s Für Elize (Pgs 60-63), a video work 

that shows two right hands, a man’s and a woman’s, hovering over a piano 

keyboard. The man points to a key, and the woman plays it; their good-

humored negotiations are audible on the soundtrack, though hands and keys 

alone appear in the frame. From this painstaking, note-by-note instruc-

tion, the melody of Beethoven’s bagatelle emerges so haltingly as to be 

barely recognizable. It is a piano lesson, of a sort; or what a piano 

lesson would be like if each note were a lesson unto itself, and nothing 

much more was ever learned.

Our two exhibits have more in common than pointing. The oddness of Witt-

genstein’s language games comes from the fact that, however familiar they 

are, they are not drawn from experience so much as from our ideas about 

experience. There is to be sure a certain amount of pointing that goes 

on in actually learning language. But that is not how we learn “of,” or 

“evil,” and arguably not “automobile,” either. (Think of how much of our 

fluency	
�    with	
�    the	
�    word	
�    “automobile”	
�    comes	
�    from	
�    picking	
�    up	
�    the	
�    ways	
�    people	
�    

use it, with love or resentment, in bars or on street corners; no point-

ing needed, and the person who knows only what object the word picks 

out in the world would have little to say about it, either to the auto 

club or the environmentalists.) What Wittgenstein’s language games do 

is to read theory out into practice, taking one of our ideas about how 

the world works, and trying to picture what the world would look like if 

it were true. So, we learn language as a series of correspondences be-

Elizabeth Demaray: Looking Games
Jeff Dolven

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lc9EDrcNodI
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tween word and thing? Then lan-

guage learning will look like the 

pointing game. The oddness of that 

game — how stilted and incomplete 

its account of learning seems to 

be — is a measure of what a funny, 

clumsy theory we started with.

The same oddness characterizes  

Für Elize. How do you learn to play 

the piano? Well, note by note, of 

course; how else? But Demaray’s 

dramatization of that theory — a 

theory so fundamental as to feel 

like an intuition, an assumption — 

makes comically, ingeniously clear 

how much more is involved in learn-

ing	
�    Beethoven,	
�    and	
�    how	
�    unreflective	
�    

we mostly are about the process.  

I want to propose that this in-

vestigative procedure — a Witt-

gensteinian procedure, or at least 

Wittgensteinish (for this is not 

philosophy, but art) — will serve 

as a way of thinking about the 

provocations of Demaray’s works 

across a wide variety of media. As 

various as they are, those works 

share for me an effect of delight, 

discovery, and ever so slight em-

barrassment — as though I had been 

caught out in some basic mistake 

about the world, a mistake on which 

I have been depending for a long 

time, but which won’t really stand 

her scrutiny, or (now) my own.

It may be that the clearest  

examples of this strategy are De-

maray’s experiments in perspective, 

works like Selves (Pgs 117-119) and 

Wall (Pgs 120-121) (both from the 

series, Continued Saga of Forced 

Perspective). But before I turn 

to them, I will test the hypoth-

esis on some less obvious cases. 

For example, her plant sweaters, a 

series of works that furnish potted 

houseplants with knitted pullovers, 

tailor-made to ensleeve their stems 

and branches while leaving their 

leaves free, like waving hands. 

The	
�    wit	
�    strikes	
�    first:	
�    the	
�    homely,	
�    

cozy craft of these parti-colored 

garments, so solicitous of the 

wearer’s comfort; the home-econom-

ical	
�    skill	
�    of	
�    their	
�    snug	
�    fit.	
�    For	
�    a	
�    

plant? As with much conceptual art, 

we are likely to feel that we have 

been led into a category mistake. 

But there is a deeper than usual 

discomfiture	
�    here.	
�    For	
�    the	
�    game	
�     

being played is something like care 

itself, the impulse to swaddle  

a living thing, to wrap it tight  

and keep it warm, like an infant.  

And the theory behind the game is 

nothing less than anthropomorphism, 

read out into practice in the form 

of this touching and preposterous 

act of vegetable sympathy.  

The fact that I smile when I see 

the sweaters, that something feels 

just and generous about them — what  

a sentimentalist I am! How ready  

to substitute these transplanted 

attentions for (say) light and  

water! (Particularly for me — it  

cannot be denied — a serial killer  

of houseplants.)

Another example: her great Base-

ball Rocks, Please Hold (Pgs 74-

77). Demaray has taken rocks, in 

all their brute irregularity, and 

wrapped them in baseball-white 

leather, cross-stitching the seams 

with Major League red thread. Like 

the plant sweaters, these arti-

facts have the physical charisma 

of something well constructed. 

Demaray makes herself a master of 

such minor arts (knitting, leath-

erwork, upholstery) in the service 

of her big questions. Also like the 

sweaters, the rocks elicit an im-

mediate laugh for the wires they 

cross, their funny accommodation of 

found and made. The title’s invita-

tion	
�    is	
�    superfluous,	
�    for	
�    the	
�    impulse	
�    

to take them in hand is almost 

irresistible, and once in hand — 

barely resistible — to throw them. 

Over the plate? Through a window? 

The assumption under scrutiny is 

something like the sure differ-

ence between a game so-called (like 

baseball) and the more widespread 

game of rock throwing, or ston-

ing, or whatever you want to call 

it. We’re ordinarily pretty sure 

we know what we mean when we throw 

something, but these kinds of 

throwing, playful and violent, are 

adjacent, and share some common so-

matic	
�    reflexes	
�    and	
�    pleasures.	
�    Again,	
�    

there is charm here, for it would 

be possible to read this treatment 

as a great friendliness to rocks; 

Demaray has another piece in which 

she upholsters them, and they look 

most comfortable, for us and in 

themselves. But I am also confront-

ed, taking one in hand, with some-

thing about my picture of the world 

that cannot quite account for the 

mix	
�    of	
�    impulses	
�    I	
�    find	
�    I	
�    feel.

But it is in her works on perspec-

tive that this playful assault on 

our ordinary understandings is most 

concerted. There is The Continued 

Saga of Forced Perspective Series: 

Selves, a wonderfully comic se-

ries of miniature dolls in which a 

dramatically foreshortened image of 

someone from below must be viewed 

from above (they are exhibited in 

casual	
�    huddles	
�    on	
�    the	
�    floor).	
�    There	
�    

is also The Continued Saga of 

Forced Perspective Series: Wall,  

a video piece in which rows of 

similarly shaped and sized rocks 

are pushed before the camera until 

they	
�    fill	
�    the	
�    frame.	
�    If	
�    the	
�    im-

age were seen only when complete, 

we would take the rocks to be as 

interchangeable as bricks. But 

because we see its making, we are 

taught otherwise: the bottom row 

is	
�    nudged	
�    with	
�    fingertips;;	
�    the	
�    top,	
�    

shouldered into place with great 

effort. In fact, we realize, the 

camera takes in a receding expanse 

of	
�    white	
�    floor,	
�    and	
�    the	
�    illusion	
�    

of equal size is created by plac-

ing small rocks nearest the camera, 

and large rocks, nearly boulders, 

farther away. The theory — and per-

haps now we are down to something 

sub-theoretical, a structure of 

perception — is that objects that 

look the same are the same. The 

game of placing them and then tak-

ing them away is a means of show-

ing us (yet again! but we need so 

many lessons) the limits of these 

rudimentary assumptions. Here there 

is once more something in common 

between Demaray and Wittgenstein, 

for both are after ideas about the 

world deep enough that they could 

never be corrected by just saying 

so. They require a kind of therapy, 

from many angles, in many media, 

again and again. And given how deep 

they are, and how liable we are to 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lc9EDrcNodI
http://www.youtube.com/user/rootsaw
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relapse, it is just as well that 

these pieces are made with humor, 

too — that initial laugh of half-

recognition both prods us into 

thought, and consoles us for  

our blunders.

In the balance between an idea 

about the world and a structure of 

perception struck by The Continued 

Saga of Forced Perspective Series: 

Wall, we see one more element of 

Demaray’s work — of her sensibility 

— worth mentioning, and that is her 

training in cognitive science. This 

training is never obvious as such, 

but it informs everything. It makes 

all the sense in the world that the 

maker of these pieces should have 

a profound interest in theories of 

mind,	
�    and	
�    the	
�    scientific	
�    business	
�    

of	
�    refining	
�    their	
�    correspondence	
�    to	
�    

what we can observe about cognitive 

process. One of the recurring  

lessons of such research is the 

shortcomings of lay or folk theo-

ries of how we see, or learn, or 

think. What to do, then, with the 

old	
�    theories,	
�    the	
�    fixed	
�    ideas,	
�    the	
�    

rooted misconceptions that we fall 

back upon, or even live by? Here 

our philosophical guide Wittgen-

stein and the artist Demaray part 

company. Wittgenstein’s language 

games are meant to chasten us,  

putting metaphysics into practice 

in order to wean us from what have 

come to look like untenable ideas. 

Demaray, by contrast, makes those 

ideas into art. There are philo-

sophical implications to what she 

does — not for nothing can the  

comparison with Wittgenstein carry  

us so far — but also delight and  

hospitable affection for what  

philosophy and science must deny.  

The mild embarrassment that is so 

persistent in the mix of affects 

her work engenders is a long way 

from shame — more like the sheep-

ish acknowledgment of a guilty 

pleasure, of something childish, 

or better, child-like, not quite 

outgrown. Understanding (a grown-

up feeling, to be sure) may be one 

hallmark of the long aftermath of 

seeing her pieces, as they linger 

in the memory, but also a new  

appreciation for our own ordinary, 

unscientific	
�    inventiveness.	
�    If	
�    the	
�    

theories we make are not true, they 

become available to us as something 

else, something like art; and it is  

Demaray’s art to give them back to 

us again in, and as, objects of  

delightful contemplation.
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Good Book Titles

14” x 96” x 13”, 230 lb., 2007

Book stack with original titles scratched  
out and new ones written in. (11)

Good Book Titles 
Detail

14” x 96” x 13”, 230 lb., 2007

(Facing Page)
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The Story of the Donner Party 
In Five Movements 
Movement #4: Snowed In at the Summit

Plastic, epoxy resin, enamel paint,  
water, glycerin and glass,  
30” x 5” x 5”, 3 lb., 1998 

This is a series of five snow globes depicting  
the story of the Donner Party in five movements. 
Shown here is Movement #4: Snowed In at the 
Summit. (14)

The Story of the Donner Party 
In Five Movements 
Movement #5: Deliverance

Plastic, epoxy resin, enamel paint,  
water, glycerin and glass,  
30” x 5” x 5”, 3 lb., 1998 

This is a series of five snow globes depicting the  
story of the Donner Party in five movements.  
Shown here is Movement #5: Deliverance. (19)

The Story of the Donner Party 
In Five Movements

Plastic, epoxy resin, enamel paint,  
water, glycerin and glass,  
30” x 5” x 5”, 3 lb., 1998 

Snow globes depicting mini scenes of despair.  
This is a series of five snow globes depicting the  
story of the Donner Party in five movements.  
Shown here is The story of the Donner Party  
in five movements. (15-18)

Covered Wagon Collapse

Glass snow globe, epoxy putty, wire, 
enamel paint, glycerine, plastic chips  
6” x 5” x 5” 1 lb., 1998

(Facing Page)
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Non-Informative Flyer Project

University of California at  
Berkeley, Berkeley, CA, 1998 

Detail of flyer installation on a billboard at the  
University of California at Berkeley, Berkeley, CA. 
(23) 

Non-Informative Flyer Project

DeYoung Museum, San Francisco, CA 

Detail of a non-informative flyer created by a  
second grader, Project Space, DeYoung Museum,  
San Francisco, CA. (24)

Non-Informative Flyer Project

University of California at  
Berkeley, Berkeley, CA, 1998

Detail of a non-informative flyer created at the  
University of California at Berkeley.  (25)

Non-Informative Flyer Project

George Soros IDEA Institute,  
Duino, Italy, 2007 

Detail of a non-informative flyer produced at  
the George Soros IDEA Institute, Duino, Italy. 
(26)

Non-informative Flyer Project 
Installation

Corderie and Artilleries of  
the Arsenal, Venice, Italy, 2007 

Project produced at the Gorge Soros  
IDEA Institute, Duino, Italy (29)
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Mercury, Promoting Armchair Technology  
in the Pursuit of Better Visions

114” x 120” x 102”, 250 lb.,  
1999, 2003 

This is a version of the Mercury reentry module  
recreated, to scale, out of couch cushions, lawn 
furniture, throw pillows and duct tape — as one 
might if one were building a fort made out of stuff 
from around the house. The circular back wall of 
the module is made out of tar paper that has been 
perforated with hundreds of pin holes — recreating 
the stars of the Southern Hemisphere. Hawaiian 
slack key guitar music plays on a loop in the interior 
cavity and the entire form is suspended so it sways 
gently. Detail side view with feet and detail looking 
from the small opening in front to the back  
star wall. (30-31)

Mercury, Promoting Armchair Technology  
in the Pursuit of Better Visions 
Detail

114” x 120” x 102”, 250 lb.,  
1999, 2003 

Detail looking from the from the front entrance to 
the back star wall. (33)
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The Nike Missile Cozy Project

300” x 109” x 492”, 2001 

One ten-ton 1957 Nike-Hercules Missile in silo  
being fitted with cozy. (34, Top)

The Nike Missile Cozy Project

300” x 109” x 492”, 2001 

One ten-ton 1957 Nike-Hercules Missile in silo  
with paper pattern pieces. (34, Bottom)

The Nike Missile Cozy Project

300” x 109” x 492”, 2001 

At Headlands Center for the Arts Project Space  
with paper and quilted pattern pieces. (39, Top)

The Nike Missile Cozy Project

300” x 109” x 492”, 2001 

At Headlands Center for the Arts Project Space  
with laid out paper pattern pieces. (39, Bottom)

The Nike Missile Cozy Project

300” x 109” x 492”, 2001 

This is a view of a ten-ton Nike-Hercules Nuclear 
Warhead, sitting on its launch pad, upholstered  
in eighty-eight yards of light blue quilted satin.  
The piece involved softening and familiarizing 
this warhead by hand mapping it in its silo at the 
Headlands Historic Nike Missile Site. The pattern 
allowed the artist to create a “cozy” — style covering 
for the missile. (35-38)
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Margret McCaan: I was intrigued by your artist statement mention  

of taxonomy. I read somewhere that growing up is largely a process of  

correcting one’s perceptions, a kind of continuous reclassifying. There 

is a similar kind of childlike, wondering quality in your work, yet it’s 

also maternal.

Elizabeth Demaray: People have also said my work seemed masculine  

because it involved primitive technology and violence, as in my Good 

Baseball Rocks, Please Hold (Pgs 74-77). A lot of my pieces are physical; 

they encourage people to interact with them, like The Nike Missile 

Project (Pgs 34-39) and The Mercury Re-entry Module (Pgs 30-33). 

Why was taxonomy of interest to you?

Your concerns with categorizing, and with basic psychological needs,  

reminded me of Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, and of how readjusting one’s 

perceptions leads to readjusting needs and desires. One of the things  

art can do is make you recalibrate how you look at things, and what you 

care about. 

Art can force us to re-evaluate basic categories — to look at things in  

new	
�    ways,	
�    it	
�    can	
�    juxtapose	
�    information	
�    in	
�    such	
�    a	
�    way	
�    that	
�    it	
�    doesn’t	
�    fit	
�    

into the ready-made linguistic categories that we attempt to label the 

world with.

But taxonomy actually has a lot to do with why I started to make art.  

At the time I was a cognitive psychology and neuroscience major in  

college	
�    and	
�    I	
�    was	
�    interested	
�    in	
�    the	
�    way	
�    that	
�    our	
�    brain	
�    classifies	
�     

information. The major is now called brain studies, but back then it was  

part of cognitive psychology. I was interested in the biological basis  

of non-logical thought; why do we have it, what purpose can it serve?  

Growing up, I supposed that logic was the way the world worked, or  

perhaps the way that our brains worked, and remember being really sur-

prised	
�    that	
�    things	
�    don’t	
�    necessarily	
�    fit	
�    the	
�    categories	
�    that	
�    we	
�    attempt	
�    to	
�    

put them into.

I was studying the “theory of multiple memory systems.” Which is some-

thing that I think more artists should be aware of. It’s based on the 

study of amnesia, and explains how an amnesiac can lose memory and yet 

still know what words mean. The theory is that humans have two partially 

dissociable forms of memory. The one we have when we have forgotten our 

In Conversation 
 

Margaret McCaan 
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past during amnesia is called  

semantic memory, a storehouse of 

basic logical relationships, of 

word meanings and procedures — 

knowledge that is made up of, but 

not	
�    dependent	
�    upon,	
�    specific	
�    moments	
�    

or events. The one amnesiacs lose 

is episodic memory, a memory system 

for qualities and episodes, those 

things that are essentially non-

linguistic in nature but that give 

us a unique sense of time, place 

and who we are.

Could you give an example of  

semantic memory? 

Can	
�    you	
�    remember	
�    the	
�    first	
�    time	
�     

that	
�    you	
�    figured	
�    out	
�    what	
�    a	
�    kitty	
�    

cat was? Probably not, because  

when you were young, everything 

that walked on four legs was a 

kitty cat and then pretty soon  

that differentiated into doggies 

and other quadrupeds. What children  

are doing during that early period 

is	
�    not	
�    remembering	
�    specifics,	
�     

but working very, very hard to  

remember generalizations. 

So we’re creating categories...

Yes. I didn’t realize how impor-

tant this was until I started mak-

ing art. I signed up for a ceramic 

sculpture class at Berkeley because 

I thought it would be an easy ‘A’. 

One night in the studio working on 

a piece of sculpture, I realized 

that the reason I was happy with it 

was that it was simultaneously  

really ugly and really beautiful.  

I thought, “Wow! How is it possible 

for something to simultaneously 

contain contradictory qualities? 

That shouldn’t be able to  

happen, yet through this piece of 

art I’m able to assert something 

that isn’t logical at all.” It  

occurred to me that what was hap-

pening was I was communicating 

through the episodic system rather 

than the semantic one, and that 

maybe that’s what art does. When 

we look at a work of art, we will 

sometimes have a sense of being 

stopped in time or momentarily ar-

rested. Maybe when we‘re presented 

with unexpected qualities  

or things, it forces us to use  

the episodic part of our brain.  

I didn’t know anything about art, 

but I was astounded by the fact 

that it could do that.

I found I loved sculpting, loved 

making objects. There’s an absur-

dity to objects that exist in the 

real world but that are completely 

non-utilitarian in nature.

That’s very different from the way 

that painting functions. 

Right. When we look at a painting, 

we perceive it as an illusory space 

that we’re going into. We can all 

agree	
�    that	
�    painting’s	
�    definitely	
�    got	
�    

a purpose in that way. But sculp-

tures are these crazy objects that 

exist in the real world. They can 

create illusory space by either  

being so big or so small that they 

exist outside our frame of refer-

ence. But the ones that don’t, the 

ones that are in our scale, what 

are they? There’s a certain absur-

dity to these objects.

Does our perception of scale  

influence	
�    you?	
�    Oldenburg	
�    is	
�     

funny, Christo is weirdly magical, 

but austere. You seem kind of in 

between. Sewing or knitting on a 

large scale, as in the Nike Missile 

Project, combines an intimate,  

more feminine touch with absurdity. 

Yes. I’m interested in ways that 

allow the viewer to interact, or to 

at least think about interacting, 

with the things that really exist 

in our world. I assemble work out 

of what already exists and consider 

everything that the peopled world 

has to offer.

The missile made me laugh. Freud 

described something as funny when a 

much greater effort is put into it 

than is required or expected — like 

a child carrying something light-

weight cumbersomely, as though it 

was heavy. There’s that element  

in your work — when you put a cozy  

on a missile or warmers on plants, 

for example.

Yes. I’m especially drawn to things 

that exist in the real world and 

yet are futile, without utilitarian 

purpose. What does a viewer then 

think about the intention of  

the maker?     

The sweaters for plants piece,  

Giant Sequoia (Pg 49) for example 

arose from a very real desire to 

help the natural world in some way. 

With a background in ceramics, I 

was very keyed into the material 

that constituted my work. So when 

I started working outside of clay 

I tried to identify materials that 

would have meaning. I found myself 

asking what has the most meaning 

and it hit me that it would have to 

be things that are alive. When I 

look at the natural world I think 

of everything I should be doing to 

help other life forms. Beleaguered 

by this desire, and by the enormity 

of the task, my creative output 

became what I started to call Inap-

propriate Caregiving Activities. 

I was thinking about how fascists 

think their solutions are best for 

other people’s needs. I think some-

times we relate to other life forms 

in this way.

What you describe is also the pa-

thetic fallacy — anthropomorphizing 

our surroundings. It was heart-

breaking reading about the lack of 

shells for crabs. You’re trying to 

help in this very caring way, but 

it’s also god-like.

Yes. And I was overwhelmed ini-

tially when I started making art 

because	
�    I	
�    felt	
�    unqualified	
�    to	
�    bring	
�    

anything new into the world. The 

world is so full of stuff; how 

could I possibly be responsible for 

making more? I felt unsteady in the 

role of Maker. Maybe that’s part  

of my desire to utilize things that 

already exist. Materials or par-

ticular situations are pieces of 

vocabulary that I put together in 

order to create. 

So you’re creating syntax.

Yes. I think that it is similar to 

the way poets work. And that’s the 

other reason I’m comfortable us-

ing a wide range of materials and 

subject matter; a poet wouldn’t 

blink about composing an ode to a 

missile, or writing a poem about 

the way ants congregate. In gradu-

ate school, because I had come out 
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of a non-art background, I didn’t 

know what other contemporary art-

ists were doing, or understand why 

I couldn’t make a bunch of pieces 

that all looked like they belonged 

in the same room together. The 

sculpture that was coming out of me 

felt like one anomaly after anoth-

er. I had to rapidly make as much 

art as possible to get a sense of 

what my direction was. I felt  

like I was proceeding blindly.  

It was initially a really uncom-

fortable situation.

It’s also a kind of childlike, 

hands-on, even aesthetic process. 

You might be interested that in 

Italian, the word for “petting” 

also means “combing your hair,” 

sort of a combination of touching 

and grooming/making beautiful.

I do feel like I am exploring the 

world in a very basic way, asking 

the most basic kinds of questions: 

Is it possible to make a stone 

softer (Upholstered Stones (Pgs 

71-73))? Is it possible to make the 

world any softer? Or what happens 

when	
�    we	
�    find	
�    ourselves	
�    holding	
�    a	
�    

rock in our hand (Good Baseball 

Rocks)? Are competitive sports  

really about throwing rocks, are  

we learning about warfare, what  

is the nature of violence? What’s 

the basis of these cultural tropes? 

Questions I don’t have answers to, 

but the pieces help me consider  

the different possibilities.

You’re from Santa Cruz, California. 

How did you get to the East Coast? 

I received the National Studio 

Award at New York Museum of Modern 

Art/P.S.1 Contemporary Art Center 

in 2001, with a studio space in  

the Clock Tower building downtown.  

I moved here a week after 9/11.  

Because the studios were in a fed-

eral building, security wouldn’t 

let us carry any tools or supplies 

inside, not even a lamp. There was 

no natural light in my studio, so I 

had to leave when the sun set. All 

I had was a camera, but because I 

had a pass from MOMA to be in Lower 

Manhattan, I walked around in the 

ashes from the World Trade Center 

and took photographs. These became 

the Sky Holes pieces. I went into 

the big air shafts between sky-

scrapers and took pictures of the 

bits of the sky you can see between 

them. These are separate 4” x 6” 

photographs shot from below, then 

collaged together to make the sky 

into a positive space. I felt that 

if all of these souls were leav-

ing at the same time, it would be 

through these sky holes.

We should talk about this.

Sure. I was coming from my previous 

studio at the Headlands Center  

for the Arts in Sausalito, where 

the topography was comprised of  

the giant undulating hills of the 

Northern California coastline.  

I was sort of relating to the big 

buildings of Lower Manhattan as  

giant hills. This comes up in other 

pieces like Raised Bed from The 

Window Box Project (Pg 87) at  

Socrates Sculpture Park in Queens. 

I grew the grasses that constituted 

the original grasslands of New York 

and New Jersey and I put them on 

this giant raised bed. You could go 

under this bed, climb a little  

ladder and stick your head up 

through this hole. It was like 

looking out of a grave, but it  

was also a sky hole. 

I can see that in the photo of  

The Window Box Project.

That area of Long Island City  

is basically cement and blacktop. 

Walking through the area I real-

ized that the only place to re-grow 

the native grasses would be window 

boxes. After I grew these plants,  

I attempted to give them to the 

residents who lived there so that 

they could hang them in their  

windows. I was interested in the 

idea that their views would be 

through these native grasses,  

which would then recontextualize 

the industrial landscape. 

How did the residents take to  

the project?

Many of them thought I was crazy 

trying to get them to hang boxes 

of weeds out of their windows. But 

I’m still fascinated by the idea 

of slinging small amounts of dirt 

outside of a building and growing 

something in it — the externaliza-

tion of the domestic. 

Are	
�    you	
�    making	
�    quasi-scientific	
�     

experiments? Leonardo’s work, his 

art and proto-science, was really 

the same thing. He was an artist-

engineer, a real Maker. Freud,  

who also studied brain science 

(neurology) by the way, wrote a 

book psychoanalyzing Leonardo;  

one genius wondering at another. 

There’s this interesting phenomenon 

going on right now: scientists  

are functioning a lot more like 

artists. Scientists used to go  

and study the natural world. If  

you were a chemist or physicist, 

you would go out and look at  

nature. Now, the pure sciences 

function a lot more like the ap-

plied sciences. Scientists actually 

make the things that they study.  

In genomic research, in nanotech-

nology and in computer sciences, 

you can see this process of creat-

ing something and then studying  

its emergent properties.

It’s very post-modern. 

Yes. Scientists are functioning a 

lot more like artists, but art is 

not science. Since the work of the 

philosopher Carl Popper in the mid 

1900s, we’ve all agreed that the 

point of science is the progress 

of	
�    scientific	
�    knowledge.	
�    That’s	
�    not	
�    

what I’m trying to do with these 

pieces. I am, instead, trying to 

communicate things that can’t be 

communicated in any other way. So 

the genesis of Listening Stations 

for Birds, That Play Human Music 

(Pgs 56-59) wasn’t to produce con-

clusive evidence about which genres 

of human music birds like the best. 

It was to get viewers out among 

birds in the woods of Pennsylvania 

and to get viewers to consider the 

effect that the song of our species 

may be having on these animals.

You use what’s available; in this 

case	
�    our	
�    lack	
�    of	
�    scientific	
�    knowl-

edge about what music birds may 

like, to make a point creatively.
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Sometimes I’m making a point, and 

sometimes I just have a bone to 

pick. I paired with an entomolo-

gist, Christine Johnson, to feed a 

population of ants McDonald’s Happy 

Meals for the space of a month. 

With Corpor Esurit or We All 

Deserve a Break Today (Pgs 91-101). 

I was interested in the sad state 

of the American diet and I found 

myself wondering about the impact 

it was having upon the vermin that 

had to depend upon us for their 

sustenance. So we brought a popula-

tion of ants into the gallery and 

created a giant living and feed-

ing enclosure for them to inhabit. 

If we had wanted to do science, we 

would have fed a similar population 

a natural diet, or perhaps offered 

the gallery population a choice be-

tween fast food and natural food.

But my intent with the piece was to 

get people to consider the plight 

of this life form and by exten-

sion, the plight of all of us faced 

with similar food choices. And it 

was frightening. The last gallery 

in the installation had wall size 

menus and ingredient lists,  

so viewers could verify the fact 

that chicken McNuggets contain 

an	
�    artificial	
�    frothing	
�    agent.	
�    It	
�    

was surprising. The viewers would 

become worried about these ants, 

creatures that they would happily 

poison at a moment’s notice  

were they to show up in one of 

their homes.

It would be strange for people to 

focus on ants eating a poor diet, 

and not to extend that concern to 

their children.

On some level or another, it prob-

ably was extended to themselves or 

their children.

And is this part of your intention?

Absolutely. Corpor Esurit means 

“the body hungers” in Latin. I want 

people to think about the plight 

of other life forms. Part of that 

piece was a large block of text 

from E.O. Wilson describing the 

behavior of ants and the ubiquity 

of this life form on the planet, 

and how it is inextricably entwined 

with our own. They’re these ex-

traordinary animals and they do ex-

traordinary things. Bringing people 

into a gallery to focus on this for 

a	
�    brief	
�    period	
�    of	
�    time	
�    definitely	
�    

heightens our awareness of how we 

share our space — even our domestic 

space — with these animals.

I heard someone say the Buddha’s 

notion “the goal of life is the 

absence of desire” is physiological 

fact: keeping one’s basic needs met 

is necessary to live, and requires 

staving off desire — hunger, etc.

I remember a friend saying once 

that that quote from Buddha sounded 

a lot like Calvin; interesting if 

you think about it. One of my Good 

Book Titles (Pgs 11-13) — where I 

scratch out the titles on books and 

I write in ones that I like better 

— is Winning through Understate-

ment. In a funny way, if you really 

are able to live in the absence of 

desire, you’ve sort of won. To have 

desire means of course that you 

might	
�    remain	
�    unfulfilled.

Artists are always desiring, and 

struggling to improve — correct-

ing perceptions and categories, 

as it were. In your art, although 

you sort of dovetail with science 

in some places, you’re really just 

consciousness raising continually, 

and you’re not leading toward a 

specific	
�    goal.	
�    

But you could also say that art in 

and of itself can be a goal. It 

takes us out of the quotidian and 

allows experience. And if you think 

about art as episodic experience, 

then it gives us moments of height-

ened awareness where we’re really 

paying attention to something that 

is out of the ordinary, that’s  

extraordinary. From this perspec-

tive you could say that it’s what 

allows us to be alive. 
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Giant Sequoia

Dimensions variable, 1997

One Giant Sequoia sapling with  
knitted wool sweater. (49)

Upholstered Tree, 
Soft Shoulder in American Gothic

506” x 340” x 340”, 2008

Crab apple tree upholstered in outdoor upholstery 
fabric and ventilated backing. (51-55)
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Listening Stations for Birds, 
That Play Human Music

Abington Center for the Arts,  
Elizabeth Demaray and James Walsh,  
Dimensions Variable, 2008

(56-57)

 

Listening Stations for Birds, 
That Play Human Music 
Detail

Abington Center for the Arts,  
Elizabeth Demaray and James Walsh, 
Dimensions Variable, 2008

Installation of four listening stations in the woods  
of Pennsylvania, each playing a different genre of  
human music. (Facing Page)
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lc9EDrcNodI
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lc9EDrcNodI
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Für Elize

Video, 2003 

Attempted performance of music with  
composer Guillermo Gallindo. Video still detail. 
(61)

Für Elize

Video, 2003 

Multiple screen shots form video. (62-63)

On my initial visit to Elizabeth Demaray’s Brooklyn studio, I vividly 

recall two large C-prints hanging on the wall near the couch. They were 

close-up views of an apple tree in Occidental, California, taken in the 

year 2000. Not only was I struck by the contradiction (and to some extent 

the nostalgia) of being mesmerized by this extraordinary fruit-bearing 

tree drenched in sunlight on the opposite coast, but also by the fact 

that every apple on the tree had been meticulously halved by someone (the 

artist?) before the photographs were taken. As I continued to engage with 

contemplation and delight, it occurred to me that such art — although 

ironically complex — does not always require a text in the foreground to 

explain its meaning. It was the ambiguity of the work that attracted me. 

Was it a slightly skewed view of nature? An obsessive human intervention? 

They did not have the appearance of documents. The presence of precisely 

halved apples hanging on a tree suggested that my sense of logic was in 

the process of being altered. I understood Demaray’s work as a kind of 

Fluxus-style happening made to delight the senses, but not only that.  

It implied that the fundamental precept guiding the inception of this  

incorrigible work of art was the artist’s fearless intuition.

A century ago, the Italian philosopher Benedetto Croce wrote in his 

Theory of Aesthetic (1909) that intuition was the fundamental basis of 

expression in a work of art. While he believed that intuition was the  

essential point, this did not necessarily deter the contribution of con-

cepts derived from logic and sensation. Given the more recent emphasis on 

content in art, this may sound old-fashioned or even rigid by today’s lax 

standards. Ostensibly, it would appear that the current scene has taken  

a very different direction. Even so, Croce was quick to defend his point: 

“A work of art may be full of philosophical concepts; it may contain them 

in greater abundance and … be even more profound than in a philosophical 

dissertation…. But notwithstanding all these concepts the total effect  

of the work of art is an intuition; and notwithstanding all those  

intuitions, the total effect of the philosophical dissertation is a  

concept.” In response to Croce, one might argue that intuitions and  

concepts are equally viable — a point he never denied — and that each 

carries its own method, which over time, changes in response to new  

cultural, historical, and technological demands.

I mention this at the outset of my remarks on the artist Elizabeth De-

maray because intuition has consistently played an important role in her 

work, as have concepts derived from logic and the senses. These factors 

Elizabeth Demaray: Intuition and Concept
Robert C. Morgan

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lc9EDrcNodI
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are integral to the content of her 

art and relate directly to the way 

she perceives and assembles her  

materials. Yet the larger issue  

in Demaray’s art relates to the 

transmission of ideas. Her work  

appears as a means to authenticate 

a new approach to Conceptual art. 

For	
�    fifteen	
�    years,	
�    she	
�    has	
�    worked	
�    as	
�    

an artist in the penumbra between 

art and science. Based on readings 

and conversations with the artist, 

it has become clear that Conceptual 

art is a primary area of expertise 

and that she has evolved a unique 

position within the art world and 

academic circles. In her practice 

as both an artist and a researcher, 

Demaray has made a careful assess-

ment of advanced art in today’s 

global environment. Given her focus 

on intuition and concept, she has 

become deeply involved in both 

the practice and the theory of art 

making. In the process, she has 

learned a great deal about the  

necessity of applying cultural 

specificity	
�    and	
�    open-mindedness	
�    

in discussing various works in 

all media. Demaray is an artist/

teacher who is willing to pursue 

her own direction and her own goals 

while recognizing the importance of 

scholarly achievements and major 

historical contributions. Her work 

shows evidence of comprehending the 

interdependent function of Concep-

tual art as a professional and  

academic area of concentration. 

Given the task of developing an 

academic program around Conceptual 

art, one might consider the fol-

lowing	
�    criteria	
�    in	
�    reflecting	
�    on	
�    

two important aspects within the 

historical evolution of this highly 

intuitive, idea-based approach that 

made its appearance in New York 

around 1966: 

1) As the culmination of Modern-

ist theory, Conceptual art became 

a manifestation of Morton White’s 

philosophical inquiry into the 

twentieth century, which he called 

“the age of analysis,” where the 

representation of ideas was deduced 

in relation to the acceleration 

of	
�    scientific	
�    advancement.	
�    Since	
�    

Conceptual art removed itself from 

aesthetics as a formalist enter-

prise, it also removed many of the 

preconditions about art, including 

the convent of material object-

hood that for centuries has served 

as a container or rationale for 

the existence of form. By removing 

the convent, more attention can be 

given to personal engagement with 

social ideas that justify John Dew-

ey’s notion of art as experience. 

2) Conceptual art offers an in-

centive for artists (i.e., Joseph 

Kosuth,	
�    Alan	
�    Sonfist,	
�    Hans	
�    Haacke,	
�    

Agnes Denes, and Andrea Juan) to 

introduce new methods of inquiry 

into the natural, physical, and  

social sciences from an outside 

perspective, including issues of 

the environment, perception, poli-

tics, and time, all of which are 

integral to the work of Demaray. 

This further suggests an equaliza-

tion between cultural theory and 

the	
�    scientific	
�    hierarchy	
�    of	
�    the	
�     

previous century.

In terms of Ms. Demaray’s personal 

history,	
�    her	
�    first	
�    investigation	
�    

into theory began as an undergradu-

ate at the University of  

California, Berkeley, where she  

majored	
�    not	
�    in	
�    the	
�    fine	
�    arts,	
�    but	
�     

in cognitive science. This included 

considerable course work in the 

neurosciences and in developmental 

psychology. As a result, Demaray 

became interested in the relation-

ship between the haptic and visual 

phenomena in the creative process 

and in two types of memory sys-

tems, episodic and semantic. The 

latter paradigm held particular 

significance	
�    for	
�    Demaray.	
�    Within	
�    the	
�    

context of experimental research, 

episodic and semantic memory may  

be differentiated as follows:  

human subjects who retain an abil-

ity to cognate events from the 

past with some rational accuracy, 

versus those who retain the use of 

language in identifying objects, 

while often missing the syntactical 

relationship to the events in which 

these objects may have played a 

role.	
�    While	
�    these	
�    scientific	
�    inqui-

ries proved essential in her  

development, Demaray also found 

time to get to the art department, 

where she began taking classes in 

ceramic sculpture as a mode of  

relaxation. She continued  

doing this on a regular basis and, 

in the process, came in contact 

with many artists, students, and 

teachers, including the Califor-

nia Funk sculptor, Richard Shaw, 

who opened doors to creativity that 

went beyond the imposing ratio-

nality of science. Demaray found 

Shaw’s teaching instrumental as she 

discovered how to work with oppos-

ing and contradictory elements. 

In the process of making art, she 

soon	
�    realized	
�    that	
�    the	
�    confluence	
�    of	
�    

shapes, gestures, and colors that 

appears illogical from one point 

of view may from another contain 

a logic of its own. Later, in an 

interview during her residency at 

the Aldrich Contemporary Art Museum 

(where she received an important 

award in 2003), she confessed: 

“When looking at a painting or 

hearing	
�    a	
�    poem	
�    that	
�    defies	
�    expected	
�    

semantic patterns, it kicks us into 

the episodic part of our brain...

This may also be the reason that 

art	
�    is	
�    so	
�    difficult	
�    to	
�    describe	
�     

with language.”

Demaray explores a wide range of 

issues in her work, all of which 

reflect	
�    a	
�    concern	
�    for	
�    ideas.	
�    While	
�    

science continues to play a role in 

some pieces, such as The Hand Up 

Project or Housing for Hermit Crabs 

(Pgs 78-85), the artist is aware 

that her intentions are not exactly 

those of a scientist. Rather, she 

may investigate a natural phenom-

enon that leads to a particular 

intuition, which, in turn, becomes 

the foundation for bringing science 

into art. As in the approach of 

Iraqi architect Zaha Hadid, Demaray 

developed a concept for housing 

hermit crabs that lent itself to 

architecture. In 1998, she discov-

ered that the shells used by  

Hermit crabs for protection from 

the outside environment were  

becoming scarce. This can be trans-

lated to mean that if vulnerable 

creatures with only a thin exo-

skeleton are in search of a marine 

habitat,	
�    the	
�    competition	
�    to	
�    find	
�    a	
�   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home	
�    becomes	
�    fierce.	
�    The	
�    solution	
�    

for Demaray was to create a simu-

lated plastic shell, derived from a 

1930s Futurist designer, in which 

a hermit crab could function. In 

the initial designs, she employed 

rapid prototyping using a digital 

auto	
�    CAD	
�    file	
�    that	
�    involved	
�    laser	
�    

cutting on a stereo litho press. 

The process became much more time 

consuming than she had realized at 

the outset. Eventually, she under-

stood that to provide an adequate 

number of beta domiciles to her-

mit crabs on various beaches, the 

houses would have to be fabricated 

on a much larger scale. To raise 

the funds required to achieve her 

goal, she invited various corpora-

tions to get involved. In exchange 

for their cooperation, she offered 

to print their logos on each of 

the	
�    plastic	
�    units.	
�    The	
�    significance	
�    

of this project is not only in its 

concept, but in its magnitude. For 

the Hermit Crab Housing Project to 

succeed, it would require more than 

a reasonable concept with an effec-

tive design. It would involve not 

only	
�    corporate	
�    financing,	
�    but	
�    also	
�    

various legal permissions in order 

to allow these synthetic habitats 

to be placed on beachheads through-

out the world.

Demaray functions as an artist, 

which means that once her work 

moves outside the studio, another 

aspect is revealed. Often, the  

artist’s vision of a public work 

requires a long, painstaking pro-

cess of negotiation involving  

adjustment and compromise in order 

to accommodate the kind of vision 

she hopes to realize. On other oc-

casions, projects that may appear 

daunting at the outset happen with 

much greater ease. For example, 

The Nike Missile Cozy Project (Pgs 

34-39) became an exemplary work of 

art, with a similar fearless intu-

ition to that found in her halved 

Apple Tree a year earlier. The Nike 

Missile Cozy Project began dur-

ing her residence at the Headlands 

Center for the Arts in Sausalito, 

California (2001). Headlands is 

close to a Nike anti-ballistic 

missile site that has remained in 

operation since 1972. As Demaray 

became friendly with the military 

personnel associated with this for-

mer Cold War complex, she decided 

to propose an intervention where 

she would upholster the ten-ton 

Nike Hercules warheads with what is 

known as a teapot cozy. In other 

words, a cozy is usually a quilt-

ed covering used to adorn ceramic 

cookery. It is normally an item 

seen in a traditional kitchen. For 

example, it holds the warmth inside 

a teapot to prevent the burning of 

one’s	
�    fingers	
�    while	
�    gently	
�    pour-

ing tea. Demaray’s remarkable and 

somewhat fantastic intuition was 

to employ 88 yards of satin to be 

sewn as a covering for the warhead. 

Miraculously, the military staff 

accepted the idea. As a result, the 

cozy was stitched using light blue 

satin over a two-week period. Given 

the phallic appearance of the mis-

sile as seen on its launching pad, 

Missile Cozy became a masterpiece 

of Conceptual art. It was both 

feminist and political without  

asserting itself as either. 

It is notable that this was close 

to the region of Sonoma and Marin 

counties, where the famous Running 

Fence was completed in 1976 after 

the artist Christo negotiated with 

public, private, and governmen-

tal authorities over a four-year 

period. Perhaps one could say that 

The Nike Missile Cozy Project ben-

efited	
�    to	
�    some	
�    degree	
�    from	
�    Christo’s	
�    

positive reception by the local 

farmers and town residents 25 years 

earlier. At any rate, the low-key, 

nearly invisible cozy covering the 

missile was an important tour de 

force for Demaray. As if the in-

stallation at the Nike base were 

not enough, Demaray ingeniously 

decided to exhibit Missile Cozy a 

few months later at the Headlands 

Center for the Arts in Sausalito by 

stuffing	
�    the	
�    25-foot-long	
�    covering	
�    

like a sock, giving the Cozy the 

appearance of a post-coital  

aftermath. The work continues to  

be shown in many locations.

The notion of covering things with 

knitting or fabric often recurs 

in Demaray’s interventions, both 

indoors and outdoors. For example, 

in 2003 she did a series of uphol-

stered stones in which one stone 

was covered and placed atop an-

other. In 2006, she repeated this 

bifurcation between nature and “the 

natural”  — meaning nature that has 

been disguised or simulated. This 

was also true of her Good Baseball 

Rocks, Please Hold (2002) (Pgs 74-

77), in which leather was stitched 

around stones of various shapes and 

sizes. As with the Missile Cozy, 

the Rocks further allude to the 

feminist comment that what appears 

to function as an innocuous boys’ 

game has the potential to instill 

violence and destruction.

Over the past few years, Demaray 

has moved her Conceptual approach 

to art in varied directions, often 

returning to issues of disorienta-

tion and contradiction, as sug-

gested in her perceived ambiguity 

between the “episodic and semantic” 

in cognitive psychology. Whereas 

such bifurcations and disciplines 

are hypotheses used in the labora-

tories of experimental research, 

art — as she discovered in the late 

1990s — was something else, often 

filled	
�    or	
�    juxtaposed	
�    with	
�    contradic-

tory signs in one form or anoth-

er. Thus, the irrational tendency 

towards upholstery continues in 

2007 when she discovered a crab 

apple tree on the premises of The 

Fields Sculpture Park at Art Omi 

in upstate New York. Often, the 

titles	
�    of	
�    her	
�    works	
�    are	
�    full-fledged	
�    

descriptions of her pieces, not un-

like those of the early conceptual 

drawings of Sol Lewitt. Based on an 

earlier concept of using a small 

knitted garment to cover a potted 

sapling taken from a Giant Sequoia 

(1997) (Pg 49), Demaray decided to 

upscale her project for the crab 

apple tree. The actual title of the 

work is Upholstered Tree (Soft 

Shoulder in American Gothic) (Pgs 

51-55), while the more Conceptual 

subtitle is Crab Apple Tree Uphol-

stered in Outdoor Upholstery Fabric 

with a Ventilated Backing. This 

suggests that no harm is being done 

to the tree, in that the bark can 
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still breathe, and that the circu-

lation of sap is maintained.  

The following year, she constructed 

a series of Listening Stations for 

Birds, in which human music was  

installed in bird listening sta-

tions that were placed along a 

wilderness trail at the Abington 

Center for the Arts. The bird  

and being serenaded by human mu-

sic seems less about a duality or 

bifurcation than a complementary 

relationship (as in the Taoist 

“yin-yang”), where the myriad of 

aleatory aural evocations organize 

around one another in the open en-

vironment of a forest glade (2008). 

The recent Continued Saga of Forced 

Perspective Series (Pgs 109-125) 

challenges the viewer to come to 

terms with reformed realities dis-

covered through the subjectivity of 

perspective. Here Demaray experi-

ments with both two- and three-

dimensional perspective in a group 

of	
�    standing	
�    stuffed	
�    figures,	
�    seated	
�    

figures,	
�    body	
�    part	
�    relations	
�    seen	
�    

from various angles, and her  

subversive oil trucks (where the 

imposing male design of these 

structures is made into a soft 

cushion). One of the most intrigu-

ing works in this series is a video 

called Wall, in which a performer, 

whose face is never seen, distrib-

utes a series of rocks into a grid 

formation	
�    in	
�    the	
�    field	
�    of	
�    the	
�    cam-

era’s	
�    viewfinder	
�    so	
�    that	
�    the	
�    smaller	
�    

rocks in front (at the bottom)  

appear equal in size to the larger 

rocks (at the top). This borrows 

from the series of work done by the 

Dutch Conceptualist Jan Dibbets in 

the late 1960s, called Perspective 

Corrections. While Dibbets worked 

with black and white photography, 

Demaray’s updated version employs 

color video in relation to time.

Elizabeth Demaray’s artistic jour-

ney keeps moving ahead, exploring 

new territory, always with a clear 

sense of intuition. As Croce made 

clear in his Theory of Aesthetic, 

while intuition may be the basis 

of artistic expression, this does 

not exclude concepts that evolve 

through logic and the senses. The 

important unknown factor is where 

the weight of the balance resides. 

For Demaray, it would appear that 

the weight resides consistently in 

the moment of discovery. This sug-

gests that intuition functions as  

a creative force whereby the pro-

cess of thinking begins to unfold 

in the development of each new  

project, whether it begins with  

observing hermit crabs or the 

growth of an ant colony feeding on 

a “Happy Meal.” This constitutes  

an original forward-looking point 

of view. As Sol Lewitt so rightly  

explained at the outset of his  

Sentences on Conceptual Art,  

written over four decades ago: 

“Conceptual Artists are mystics 

rather than rationalists. They leap 

to conclusions that logic cannot 

reach.” In retrospect, we can say 

that Elizabeth Demaray is clearly 

involved with logic in her work, 

but even more so, she is searching 

for ways to subvert it to discover 

the hidden truth.
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Upholstered Stones Detail

Stone, upholstery material,  
batting and thread 

132” x 132” x 48”, 800lb. 2006 
9” x 8” x 7”, 6 lb. 2006

Upholstered Stones, installation, Steadman  
Center for the Arts Rutgers University.  (71)

Upholstered Stones Detail

Stone, upholstery material,  
batting and thread, 2006 

Upholstered Stones, installation, Steadman  
Center for the Arts Rutgers University.  (72)

 
Upholstered Stones Detail

Stone, upholstery material,  
batting and thread, 2006

Upholstered Stone, detail of stitching on  
edge of upholstered stone.  (Above)
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Good Baseball Rocks, Please Hold

Rocks, leather and string, 2003 
Grouping 10” x 9” x 5”, 20 lb. 

(74-75)

Good Baseball Rocks, Please Hold

Rocks, leather and string, 1998 
Grouping 12” x 12” x 5”, 20 lb

Grouping with a real baseball seam in  
the background. (Above)  
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The Hand Up Project, 
Attempting to Meet the New Needs 
of Natural Life Forms 
Detail

Fabricated out of plastic,  
2001-present 

Alternative forms of housing, fabricated out  
of plastic, for land hermit crabs. Each house  
designed three dimensionally as a digital auto  
CAD file and then created it in one piece with  
a laser, via a stereo lithography process.  
Detail of crab with hands. (79-82)

The Hand Up Project, 
Attempting to Meet the New Needs 
of Natural Life Forms

Fabricated out of plastic,  
2001-present 

Detail of fabricated houses. (83)

The Hand Up Project, 
Attempting to Meet the New Needs 
of Natural Life Forms

Fabricated out of plastic,  
2001-present 

Detail of crabs housing on hands. (Right)
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Raised Bed from The Window Box 
Project Dedicated to planting the 
indigenous grasses of New York and 
New Jersey in window boxes in Queens)

120” x 96” x 132”, 2003 

Indigenous grasses of New York and New Jersey 
planted in an eighty-eight-square-foot field atop 
a seven-foot-high steel table. Viewers are invited 
to stand on a raised platform and put their head 
through a view space in the center of the field, 
allowing them to look at the surrounding area 
through the native grasses that once stood there.  
(Top)

Raised Bed from The Window Box 
Project Dedicated to planting the 
indigenous grasses of New York and 
New Jersey in window boxes in Queens) 
Detail

120” x 96” x 132”, 2003 

Detail  of looking up from under bed through  
sky hole. (Bottom)
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The Last Supper at Hunter’s Point 
Detail

10” x 17” x 17”, 120 lb., 1997 

Detail of fork. Dinnerware set cast in lead.  
The positives from which this piece was cast 
consisted of broken pieces of pottery and discarded 
dishes found in the fields of Bay View Hunter’s 
Point, a lead-contaminated Superfund clean-up  
site in San Francisco, CA. (Above)

The Last Supper at Hunter’s Point

10” x 17” x 17”, 120 lb., 1997 

Dinnerware set cast in lead. (Top)

The Last Supper at Hunter’s Point 
Detail

10” x 17” x 17”, 120 lb., 1997 

Detail of cup and saucer. Dinnerware set cast  
in lead. (Bottom)
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Corpor Esurit, or 
We All Deserve A Break Today 
Detail

Installation, Center for Exploratory  
and Perceptual Arts, Buffalo, NY, 2008 

Feeding a population of ants nothing but  
McDonald’s Happy Meals for the duration of 
 at least one month. Shown here is the ant farm/ 
ant housing enclosure. Note the green skyline  
of Buffalo in the background with a tiny  
McDonald’s sign. (Facing Page)

Corpor Esurit, or 
We All Deserve A Break Today

Installation, Center for Exploratory  

and Perceptual Arts, Buffalo, NY, 2008 

Installation view of exhibition from first  
gallery room. (92-93)

Corpor Esurit, or 
We All Deserve A Break Today 
Detail

Installation, Center for Exploratory  

and Perceptual Arts, Buffalo, NY, 2008 

Detail of ant colony. (94-95)
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Corpor Esurit, or 
We All Deserve A Break Today

Installation, Center for Exploratory  

and Perceptual Arts, Buffalo, NY, 2008 

Shown here is the clear tube connecting the farm/
ant housing enclosure to the ant feeding part  
of the installation — a dining-room table with  
McDonald’s Happy Meals enclosed in a  
glass vitrine. (97-96)

Corpor Esurit, or 
We All Deserve A Break Today 
Detail

Installation, Center for Exploratory  
and Perceptual Arts, Buffalo, NY, 2008 

Detail view of ant scaling french fry with  
McDonald’s logo in background. (98-99)

Corpor Esurit, or 
We All Deserve A Break Today 
Detail

Installation, Center for Exploratory  
and Perceptual Arts, Buffalo, NY, 2008 

Sean Donaher, of CEPA Gallery and  
Elizabeth Demaray videotaping the ant farm/ 
ant housing enclosure. (100-101)

Elizabeth Demaray’s work is marked by a candid delight in the things of 

the world. She is feet-on-the-ground alert to her — our — environment and 

its potential for imaginative transformation. Her transformations hap-

pen through freewheeling juxtapositions; she’s sewn a quilted cozy for a 

warhead, knitted sweaters for plants, and upholstered rocks. But hers is 

not a surrealist project. One is not so much startled by the weirdness of 

these interventions as delighted in our turn by their surprising right-

ness. “Of course!” we agree. A warhead indeed needs its cozy; a plant, 

its sweater; a rock, its softening.

The accord that we, as viewers, grant is not as simple as it might seem. 

It is, in fact, a crucial element in Demaray’s oeuvre, and one that the 

artist builds into all of her work. As much as the work evidences De-

maray’s sensitivity to the latent potentials of objects, the things of 

the world, it is also animated by her particular strategies to include 

her viewers, her audience, in the very structure of her work. An overt 

and expressed awareness of the viewer’s participation in the work of art 

marks much of contemporary practice, certainly since the 1960s, when the 

minimalists challenged the supposed autonomy of the modernist work and 

were famously accused of “theatricality” by one of modernism’s champi-

ons1. Even if the minimalists pointedly refused to conceive of the viewer 

as	
�    some	
�    kind	
�    of	
�    ideal	
�    fixed	
�    eye,	
�    their	
�    attitude	
�    toward	
�    the	
�    viewer’s	
�    rela-

tionship to the object was in its own way theoretically prescribed. This 

has changed since the 1960s as art that overtly engages the viewer has 

evolved	
�    from	
�    focusing	
�    on	
�    the	
�    viewer	
�    as	
�    defining	
�    necessity	
�    to	
�    eliciting	
�    

viewer participation not so much to assert an idea of art as to effect 

political and didactic ends. 

Although Demaray is certainly heir to this latter tradition, her touch is 

lighter than most. Her conception of viewer participation does not take 

the form of an injunction, but rather a seemingly lighthearted invita-

tion, a playful seduction, an irresistible collaboration. Collaboration, 

in fact, distinguishes Demaray’s practice at all levels. A work like Nike 

Missile Cozy Project (2001) (Pgs 34-39) obviously depended on her con-

vincing the Nike Missile museum in Sausalito, CA, known as SF-88, to 

consent	
�    to	
�    her	
�    clothing	
�    a	
�    prize	
�    weapon	
�    in	
�    a	
�    twenty-five-foot-long	
�    snuggly	
�    

of light blue satin, which the artist sewed herself from a handmade paper 

pattern she made from the missile in its silo. 

But to more subtly consider Demaray’s sensibility toward things and their 

transformations, I want to focus on four works that involve somewhat less 

Charmed  
Jeanne Marie Wasilik
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spectacular, although perhaps  

more intricate, juxtapositions  

and collaborations. The Songs We 

Sing (1998) is a work Demaray made 

while a resident at the prestigious 

Skowhegan School. The nearby L.C. 

Bates Museum in Hinckley, Maine, 

had invited Skowhegan artists to 

make a work in response to their 

natural history collection, which 

included the Audubon Room, a large 

gallery of avian specimens. In the 

room was a table with a tape re-

corder. Visitors could push “play” 

to hear a recording of a voice 

naming North American birds, with 

each name followed by brief seg-

ment of their respective songs. 

Demaray convinced the museum to let 

her	
�    borrow	
�    the	
�    tape,	
�    a	
�    first	
�    col-

laboration. Back at Skowhegan she 

enlisted other residents to listen 

to the birdcalls and then reproduce 

them as best they could with their 

voices, a second collaboration.  

Demaray created a new tape  

of her voice announcing each spe-

cies followed by a human reenact-

ment of its call. She brought this 

second tape back to the museum, 

where it was placed in the tape 

recorder. Pressing “play” animated 

the room of taxidermic specimens 

with what might initially have been 

perceived to be the sounds of birds 

calling, but which were gradually 

understood to be human voices mim-

icking birds calling.

Listening Station for Birds (2008) 

(Pgs 56-59) is an inversion of The 

Songs We Sing. Demaray made the 

piece in collaboration with artist 

James Walsh, whose work involves 

reflections	
�    on	
�    the	
�    urban	
�    biotope.	
�    

Listening Station is a series of 

speakers atop high poles, which 

were installed in the woods of the 

Abington Center for the Arts in 

Jenkintown, Pennsylvania, just  

outside of Philadelphia. Each 

speaker station played human  

music — classical, jazz, rock, and 

country-and-western — for the local 

birds. In a beguiling reciproca-

tion, the audience was constructed 

to unite both local birds and vis-

iting humans, within their shared 

ecological community. 

Two other pieces are also inter-

ventions into the animal world, 

or invitations to animals to join 

us in ours, for better or worse. 

One, the ongoing Hand Up Project 

(2001-Present)(Pgs 78-85), ad-

dresses the plight of hermit crabs, 

whose survival depends on their 

ability	
�    to	
�    find	
�    and	
�    shelter	
�    in	
�    the	
�    

abandoned shells of other species. 

However, environmental degrada-

tion of marine life has lead to a 

shortage of available shells and 

so to a hermit-crab crisis. Work-

ing with engineer David Berkstress-

er, Demaray used AutoCAD and rapid 

prototyping to design and produce 

plastic shells calibrated to the 

needs of the hermit crab. She then 

introduced her shells to a captive 

colony of crabs, a quarter of  

whom accepted the invitation and  

moved in. In an effort to take the  

project to the next level and  

introduce the surrogate shells 

into the crabs’ natural environ-

ment, Demaray collaborated with a 

Senior Work Group in Engineering 

at Rutgers University on redesign-

ing the forms in biodegradable 

plastic. She is currently seeking 

corporate sponsorship and plans to 

offer companies the incentive of 

having their logos incised on the 

fabricated shells of the wander-

ing crabs. She imagines the viewer 

as a kind of naturalist who might 

stumble upon an unlikely discovery. 

As Demaray writes, “The intended 

audience of the Hand Up Project is 

someone who, while walking on a 

beach, might pause to contemplate 

a slowly ambulating hermit crab, 

wearing on its back a tiny, man-

made plastic house bearing a corpo-

rate logo.” 2

The	
�    McDonald’s	
�    logo	
�    figures	
�    in	
�     

Demaray’s Corpor Esurit, or We All 

Deserve a Break Today (2008) (Pgs 

91-101), commissioned by CEPA in 

Buffalo, New York, for their exhi-

bition “Trans-Evolution: Examining 

Bio Art.” Corpor Esurit — a varia-

tion on the Latin phrase “the body 

hungers”—was a project in which a 

colony	
�    of	
�    five	
�    hundred	
�    harvester	
�    

ants fed exclusively on McDonald’s 

Happy Meals for the three-month 

duration of the exhibition. Demaray 

worked with behavioral ecologist 

and ant specialist Dr. Christine 

Johnson of the American Museum of 

Natural History to design a habi-

tat. It was essentially an ant 

farm on a huge scale connected by 

a Plexiglas tube to a dining table 

encased in a transparent vitrine 

several rooms away. The system of 

transparent enclosures allowed 

viewers to observe the ants in 

their nesting compartment, in tran-

sit in search of food, and on the 

table feeding on an array of Happy 

Meals, McDonald’s packaged meals 

specifically	
�    marketed	
�    to	
�    children.	
�    

Posted on the wall of the “dining 

room” were the ingredients of the 

meals, which not surprisingly, were 

less than happy. Visitors to the 

exhibition were offered clipboards 

with worksheets on which they could 

document the ants’ activity. 

Each of these four works is  

incomplete without its viewers, 

whom Demaray charms playfully, 

even transparently, into joining 

her collaborating audience. Who 

would resist hitting “play” on a 

tape recorder sitting on a table 

in a room full of stuffed birds? 

Who would not wander from pole to 

pole listening to classical, jazz, 

rock, and country-and-western be-

ing played for birds? Who even of 

readers here couldn’t imagine the 

surprise of coming across a hermit 

crab in a plastic logo-emblazoned 

shell? Perhaps an adult visitor 

adverse to public enactments of 

childish fantasy might balk at  

taking up the clipboard, and by  

implication the role of junior  

scientist, but undoubtedly many 

viewers happily tracked and noted 

ant behavior. Certainly kids must 

have. In a way, these collabora-

tions of audience participation 

seem impossibly lighthearted —  

as might Demaray’s invitations to 

consider a missile in a cozy, a 

plant in a sweater, or a rock in  

a slipcover.

And indeed they are lighthearted, 

but not merely. One need only hold 
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still for a moment to realize the 

participatory playfulness in  

Demaray’s work occludes neither a 

sense of loss over the disappearing 

present nor a sense of unease about 

the approaching future. Behind the 

charm of Demaray’s transformations 

is a shared, if not overtly ac-

knowledged, urgency to protect what 

we know and have, and control what 

we cannot yet fully know.

Half (2000) (Pgs 2-3) is a work  

created by exactly halving all the 

apples on a tree in an orchard in 

Occidental, California. Demaray 

photographed the result and shows 

the piece in two relatively close-

up views of branches hanging with 

the halved fruit. Unlike most of 

Demaray’s work, these pictures are 

vaguely	
�    disquieting	
�    even	
�    at	
�    first	
�    

glance. With longer looking, the 

disquiet only grows. There is no 

way the apples can be construed as 

a metaphor of half-full/half-empty 

potentiality. Skin, the preserv-

ing boundary of organic integrity, 

has been violently, if neatly, 

breached. Interestingly, this work 

is also unique in the way it en-

gages the viewer. The photographs 

do not call for an audience willing 

to participate in some way in the 

tree’s transformation. It is a  

done deal, and we as viewers are 

back in the traditional position  

of an observing, immobile eye —  

struck still. 

Nonetheless, Half is solidly within 

Demaray’s practice of inviting 

us to consider the things of the 

world. Virtually all of her work 

begins with her apprehension of a 

given physical order and progresses 

to her imaginative re-ordering of 

that given. The way Demaray pro-

ceeds in effecting her re-orderings 

is entirely systematic; it involves 

analysis and planning, craft and 

making, and collaboration with both 

experts	
�    in	
�    specific	
�    fields	
�    and	
�    the	
�    

wider public. The two areas of her 

collaborative focus, the termini 

of a spectrum from specialist to 

generalist, point to two conceptual 

poles at play in her work. On the 

one hand, there is an allegiance 

to empiricism, and on the other, 

a frank deployment of the theatri-

cal. But as we have surely learned, 

empirical observation necessarily 

functions in the context of its 

exposition. Objects only become 

things through the animation of 

meaning, and meaning is a contin-

gent cultural construct. Far from 

shrinking from the prospect of a 

marriage of science and spectacle, 

Demaray celebrates it.

Yet Half reminds us that there is a 

wistful note in Demaray’s celebra-

tion, even in pieces whose measure 

of anxiety is more latent. I would 

argue that her work evokes the 

Romantic tradition as much as the 

empirical tradition the Romantics 

reacted against. The Romantics’ 

attitude toward the things of the 

world was in itself marked by  

duality and contradiction. Their 

celebration of nature’s revela-

tory harmony went hand-in-hand with 

their evocation of nature’s shadow. 

Added to any contemporary manifes-

tation of Romanticism must be  

our growing acknowledgment of  

the threat nature itself faces.  

For all the turned-toward-the-sun-

of-science charm of Demaray’s work, 

there	
�    is	
�    an	
�    answering	
�    flicker	
�    of	
�    

Romantic melancholy. Consider again 

The Songs We Sing, in which Demaray 

constructs a tableau of human voic-

es attempting to capture the voices 

of dead birds. Likewise, Listening 

Station for Birds, Hand Up Project, 

and Corpor Esurit each enact both 

dreams of congruence and fears of 

incommensurability — as for that 

matter, do her sweaters for plants 

and slipcovers for rocks.  

Indeed	
�    things,	
�    whether	
�    fauna	
�    or	
�    flo-

ra, are super-animated in Demaray’s 

perception, and with her transfor-

mations she offers us a share in 

this view. It is interesting to 

turn again to Demaray’s commitment 

to collaboration in the context of 

a consideration of the Romantic  

element in her work. One aspect  

of Romanticism that she pointedly 

does not embrace is the Romantic 

conception of the artist as unique 

and singular genius. Demaray  

makes genius plural not just by  

her professional collaborations in 

the design of her work, but also  

by her cultivation of an amateur  

audience, whose participation is  

so often an essential element 

in	
�    the	
�    work’s	
�    final	
�    realization.	
�    

“Genii,” a plural of genius, is  

our word for the mythical guardians 

of people, places, and things.  

Demaray’s work is a very real invo-

cation of tutelary spirits, which 

in the end, are us.  

1  The charge is Michael Fried’s. Fried opposed the minimalists’ abandonment  
of	
�    what	
�    he	
�    passionately	
�    argued	
�    was	
�    modern	
�    art’s	
�    defining	
�    purpose,	
�    the	
�    creation	
�     
of a noncontingent “presentness.” Michael Fried, “Art and Objecthood,” in  
Art and Objecthood: Essays and Reviews (Chicago: University of Chicago, 
1998), Pg 148–72.

2  Elizabeth Demaray, The Hand Up Project: Attempting to Meet the New Needs of 
Natural Life Forms, Cabinet, no. 13, Spring 2004, Pg 57.
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The Continued Saga of the 
Forced Perspective Series: 
View from Face 

Detail

Digital output on synthetic silk  
46˝	
�    x	
�    38˝	
�    x	
�    5˝,	
�    2009
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The Continued Saga of the 
Forced Perspective Series: 
View from the Face 
Installation

Hostetter Gallery   
Digital output on synthetic silk  
46˝	
�    x	
�    38˝	
�    x	
�    5˝,	
�    2009
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The Continued Saga of the 
Forced Perspective Series: Legs

Digital output on synthetic silk  
38˝x	
�    38˝,	
�    2009
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The Continued Saga of the 
Forced Perspective Series: 
View from the Face

Digital output on synthetic silk  
46˝	
�    x	
�    38˝	
�    x	
�    5˝,	
�    2009
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Selves, From the Continued Saga 
of Forced Perspective Series

Digital output on synthetic silk,  
11” x 15”, 2009

Installation detail. (Facing Page)

Selves, From the Continued Saga 
of Forced Perspective Series 
Detail	
�    of	
�    floor

Digital output on synthetic silk,  
11” x 15”, 2009

Involves photographing the front and backs of  
individuals from below, in forced perspective  —  
where the head becomes very small and the feet 
become very big. These images were then output 
at about 15˝ high, stapled together, and stuffed 
with recycled paper, creating small, imperious, 
self-portraits of everyone who participates. These 
self-portraits are presented on the gallery floor as  
a group. (118-119)
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http://www.youtube.com/user/rootsaw
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The Continued Saga of the 
Forced Perspective Series: 
Wall, Still from digital video

Video, looped 2009

Detail from video shoot. (120) 

The Continued Saga of the 
Forced Perspective Series: 
Wall, Still from digital video

Video, looped 2009

(121)

The Continued Saga of the 
Forced Perspective Series: Cars

Digital output on synthetic silk,  
sewn	
�    on	
�    paper,	
�    11˝	
�    x	
�    15˝,	
�    2009

(122-123)

The Continued Saga of the 
Forced Perspective Series: Oil Truck

Digital output on synthetic silk, 
11˝	
�    x	
�    15˝,	
�    2009

(124-125)

http://www.youtube.com/user/rootsaw
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Whether it is a large ant farm connected to MacDonald’s Happy Meal or a 

sweater for a plant, the art of Elizabeth Demaray never fails to surprise 

the viewer. Its novel concepts and unexpected juxtapositions of normally 

unrelated things defy many of our preconceived notions. Her intention  

in presenting such incongruities however, is not at all surrealist.  

Having studied Neuroscience and Cognitive Psychology at UC Berkeley, 

Demaray’s	
�    art	
�    is	
�    often	
�    informed	
�    by	
�    recent	
�    scientific	
�    research	
�    in	
�    these	
�    

disciplines, as well as in Ecology and History. Rather than exploring the 

unconscious through art, she is seems more interested in forging actual 

connections between the named world and the real through tangible ob-

jects.  Her interdisciplinary background allows her to go back and forth 

freely between the two worlds with ease.  With an observant eye, she is 

able to identify previously overlooked subjects quickly, and execute her 

ideas in an artful and compelling way.

The Nike Missile Cozy Project (2001) (Pgs 34-39), Demaray’s largest work 

to date, fully demonstrates the afore-mentioned points. This work di-

rectly developed from her earlier sculptures, such as Good Baseball Rocks 

(1998) (Pgs 74-77) and Upholstered Stone (2000 – ongoing) (Pgs 71-73), 

which hid stones within leather or fabric upholstery. While she was stay-

ing at the Headlands Center for the Arts in Sausalito, California for its 

artist in residence program, Demaray became so intrigued by the adjacent 

decommissioned missile site that she ventured to visit there one day and 

talk with some war veterans. After explaining to them what kind of art 

she creates, she convinced them to provide her access to one of the Nike 

Hercules missiles in order to make a cozy for it. After donning a uni-

form, taking careful measurements, and spending numerous hours on-site, 

Demaray upholstered a ten-ton warhead with eighty-eight yards of quilted, 

light-blue satin. The missile and cozy remained on display at the launch-

ing pad for two weeks.  

The beautiful documentary photographs of the upholstered missile, taken 

by her fellow artist resident, Annie Sprinkle, seem to make the whole 

endeavor innocent and benign. The act of emasculating the phallic weapon, 

however, is utterly subversive and echoes the found objects covered  

with fabric phalli forms created by Yayoi Kusama during the 1960s.  

Furthermore, the project commemorates the decommissioning of nuclear and 

conventional missiles through the 1972 SALT I Treaty with the Soviet 

Union, anticipating the end of the Cold War. In this anti-war context, 

the work also relates to Christo’s Wrapped Reichstag, Project for Berlin 

(1971-1995), in which the artist wrapped the symbol of the Third  

The Nike Missile Cozy Project
 

Midori Yoshimoto
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Reich with white fabric, making  

its dark history disappear for  

two weeks.

The accompanying video, Missile 

Talk (2000), offers Demaray’s in-

terview of a volunteer war veteran 

who works at the Nike Missile Site. 

Also known as SF-88, the site is 

the only restored Nike missile site 

in the United States after the 1972 

SALT I Treaty demanded the decom-

missioning of all these missiles 

and the closure of their sites. 

During the height of the Cold War, 

from the early 1950s to the early 

1970s, there were as many as 280 

Nike	
�    missile	
�    firing	
�    sites	
�    built	
�    by	
�    

the United States as the defense 

against Soviet bombers. Today, in 

partnership with the Golden Gate 

National Recreation Area, many war 

veteran volunteers are engaged in 

the restoration, upkeep, and educa-

tion efforts offered to the public 

about the Cold War at the site. 

Accustomed to talking to the pub-

lic, Demaray’s subject answered her 

questions about the missile with 

ease, even with some humor. In the 

video, the casual tone of their 

conversation contrasts oddly with 

the cold and menacing presence of 

the missile in the background. 

Since being removed from the mis-

sile, Demaray’s cozy has assumed a 

life of its own. Because it is 25 

feet long, most gallery spaces have 

not been able to show it. After 

lying dormant for several months, 

the cozy reemerged as a soft, lumpy 

version of the original, stuffed 

with foam and newspapers, and sup-

ported underneath by wooden struts 

titled Effigy,	
�    from	
�    the	
�    Nike	
�    Missle 

Cozy Project (2001) (Pg 138). This 

flaccid	
�    version	
�    is	
�    clearly	
�    another	
�    

phase in critiquing the phallic 

warhead. By appropriating a symbol 

of the military-industrial complex, 

the cozy shares similarities with 

the work of a Japanese artist,  

Katsushige Nakahashi’s and their 

work - Zero Projects (2000 – ongo-

ing). At various locations, in-

cluding Hawaii, Nakanishi involved 

volunteers in the assembly and sub-

sequent	
�    destruction	
�    by	
�    fire	
�    of	
�    the	
�    

Zero. This shared experience served 

as a catharsis and allowed partici-

pants’ to share their thoughts and 

memories of the war. Preserved as 

a cozy, Demaray’s sculpture is a 

haunting phantom of the missile and 

brings to mind the devastation and 

horror that these instruments can 

cause. Its intended uselessness and 

impotence prompts the viewer to ask 

questions about the history of war-

fare as well as raising awareness 

about current political realities 

regarding nuclear disarmament.  

Is it merely a relic of the past? 

Have we made any real progress 

in making this planet safer from 

nuclear annihilation? 

Demaray has gone on to create many 

other projects – with some in-

volving small creatures, such as, 

ants, hermit crabs, and birds. 

Her work is invested with concern 

about the environment and human-

ity’s place within it. Addressing 

issues of ecology, sustainability, 

and the future of our planet, her 

work promises to remain current and 

relevant. Where will she go from 

here? We have to hold our breath 

and watch her next move. 
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Camden Color Field Painting 
Non-biodegradable objects 
gathered from Camden County 
Detail

Installation Wiggins Park 
9,600” x 144”, 2010

(129)

Camden Color Field Painting 
Non-biodegradable objects 
gathered from Camden County 
Detail

Installation Wiggins Park 
9,600” x 144”, 2010

(132-3)

Camden Color Field Painting 
Non-biodegradable objects 
gathered from Camden County 
Detail

Installation Wiggins Park 
9,600” x 144”, 2010

Installation with bridge. (134)

Camden Color Field Painting 
Non-biodegradable objects 
gathered from Camden County 
Detail

Installation Wiggins Park 
9,600” x 144”, 2010

Detail color red. (133)

Camden Color Field Painting 
Non-biodegradable objects 
gathered from Camden County

Installation Wiggins Park.  
9,600” x 144”, 2010

Installation Wiggins Park, water front walking path  
next to the Ben Franklin Bridge. Elizabeth De-
maray in collaboration with Bruce Garrity, Nancy 
Aquino, Carolynn Aspinall, Jhaynane Bastien, 
David Blacher, Leanne Bobo, Deborah Bolton, Re-
becca Bongiovanni, Erin Brining, Laris Cipolone, 
Michael Cousineau, James Cuentas, Dorthy Ed-
wards, Sankeya English, Christopher Elder, Sarah 
Fuller, Brittany Gottsch, Alexandra Gitter, Yasirys 
Gonzalez, Stacy Heckler, Amanda Hill, Aubrey 
Hohing, Kyle hnosko, Lydia Hoopes, George John-
son, Amanda Kent, Julia Kirchner, Susan Kursh, 
Richard Lanci, Silvana Levesque, Amanda Mcdon-
nel, Robert Miranda, Andrew Nearly, Miranda 
Powell, Victoria Pugh, Carly Regn, Joseph Romano, 
Stephen Skoufalos, Cody Smith, Leah Southerland, 
Christopher Taylor, Scott Tennett, Richard Tobing, 
Celeste Whitehead, Marlee Youngkin, Wiggins 
Park and the greater Camden Community, 2010.  
Detail color yellow. (Facing Page)
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Effigy, 
from the Nike Missle Cozy Project

Warhead Cozy, stuffed  
84” x 84” x 1056” 2001

This is a view from the back to the front of a  
thirty-seven foot long Nike-Hercules Nuclear 
Warhead Cozy, stuffed. (136-7) 

Effigy, 
from the Nike Missle Cozy Project

Warhead Cozy, stuffed  
84” x 84” x 1056” 2001

This is a view from the back to the front of a thirty-
seven foot long Nike-Hercules Nuclear Warhead 
Cozy, stuffed. After upholstering a ten-ton Nike 
Hercules Missile at its launch site, the protective 
covering was taken off the missile and stuffed, reas-
serting the missile as a soft bodied, lumpy, variant 
of its original form. The stuffed Missile is shown 
elevated on sawhorses at the Headlands Center for 
the Arts as part of a part of a Project Space resi-
dency. See www.headlands.org (Facing page)
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Elizabeth Demaray

 

With a background in cognitive psychology and neuroscience Elizabeth  

Demaray’s art highlights the kind of incongruities and unexpected  

connections	
�    one	
�    finds	
�    between	
�    the	
�    named	
�    world	
�    and	
�    the	
�    real.	
�    Demaray	
�     

creates fort-built human habitats and domesticates the great outdoors  

by knitting sweaters for plants, upholstering stones and manufacturing 

alternative forms of housing for hermit crabs out of plastic. She states 

“my interest in both science and art making has been the relationship 

between perception and non-logical thought. As an artist, I create work 

that is not rationally based, but may instead be understood in the light 

of basic psychological needs, such as care, control, taxonomy and love.” 

  “  Demaray provokes complex questions concerning memory,  

knowledge, and the collaborative cognitive process  

that exists between artist and viewer while...  

making a body of work that has consistently confounded  

expectations by creating connections between diverse  

and often contradictory bodies of knowledge.”  

   —  Richard Klein  

Exhibitions Director, Aldrich Museum

Demaray is the recipient of the New York Foundation for the Arts 2005 

NYFA Fellowship in Sculpture, the 2003 Aldrich Emerging Artist Award 

at	
�    the	
�    Aldrich	
�    Museum	
�    of	
�    Contemporary	
�    Art	
�    in	
�    Ridgefield,	
�    CN,	
�    the	
�    2001-

2002 National Studio Award at the New York Museum of Modern Art / P.S.1 

Contemporary Art Center, The Wallace Alexander Gerbode Foundation Pur-

chase Award for West Coast Museums, the Emerging Artist Fellowship Award 

at Socrates’ Sculpture Park, The Art Omi Residency Award, The Altoids/ 

New Museum Curiously Strong Purchase Award, The Headlands Center for the 

Art California Artist in Residence Award Fellowship, the Sauza Tequila 

Bay Area Purity Award and the Headlands Center for the Arts Post Gradu-

ate Studio Award Fellowship. Her work has been shown at The California 

Museum, The deYoung Artist’s Studio at the M.H. deYoung Memorial Museum 

in San Francisco, The University Art Museum at Berkeley, The L.C. Bates 

Museum of Natural History in Mane, The Project Space at The Headlands 

Center For The Arts, The Historic Nike Missile Site at the Marin Head-

lands, The New York Museum of Modern Art / P.S.1 Contemporary Art Center, 

The New Museum New York, The Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts, Arthouse, 

Austin TX, Consolidated Works, Seattle WA, and the Aldrich Museum,  

Ridgefield	
�    CN.
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Education

1999 

 Master of Fine Arts,  

Department of Art Practice,  

University of California at Berkeley

1998     

 Skowhegan School of Painting  

and Sculpture

1991     

 Bachelor of Arts, Cognitive Psychol-

ogy, College of Letters and Science,  

University of California at Berkeley

Selected Solo Exhibitions 

2011  

 Sticks and Stones  

University of Texas Corpus Christi,  

Curator: Joseph Penia,  

Corpus Christi, TX

2010  

 Hudson Crier, Incident Report  

Curator: Maximilian Goldfarb,  

Hudson, NY 

 

The Title Project, Unnamable Books  

Curator: Adam Tobin, Brooklyn, NY 

 

Impossible Objects, from the  

Continued Saga of Forced Perspective  

Lloyd Culturele Ambassade,  

Curator: Renate Schepen, Amsterdam, NL 

 

The Camden Colorfield, Wiggins Park,  

Curator: Gail Collins, Camden, NJ

2009 

Tell Me TV, Elevating Television to 

its Rightful Place as our Narrative 

Art Form Rosemary Berkel and  

Harry L. Crisp II Museum at  

Southeast Missouri State University, 

Viewing Space, Curator: Peter Nguyen,  

Cape Girardeau, MO

Diminishing Signal Project:  

Elizabeth Demaray and Trina Cooper  

Rosemary Berkel and Harry L.  

Crisp II Museum at Southeast Missouri 

State University, Atrium Exhibition, 

Curator: Peter Nguyen,  

Cape Girardeau, MO

The Continued Saga of Forced  

Perspective Series,  

Hostetter Gallery,  

Curator: Peter Delman,  

Martinsville, NJ

2008  

 Hills, Nature’s Own Assertions  

Exhibition Space, Bergan Street  

Studios, Curator: Deena DeNaro,  

New York, NY

Corpor Esurit, or we all deserve a 

break today, Trans-Evolution: Examin-

ing Bio Art Center for Exploratory and 

Perceptual Arts, Passageway Gallery,  

Curator: Sean Donaher, Buffalo, NY

Diet for a Dark Planet, CEPA Public 

Art Gallery on Main Street, Center for  

Exploratory and Perceptual Arts,  

Curator: Sean Donaher, Buffalo, NY

2007  

 Soft Shoulder in American Gothic,  

a Special Project at the Fields, 

Fields Sculpture Park, Curators:  

Peter Frank and Kathleen Triem,  

Ghent, NY

Non-informative Flyer Project,  

Corderie and Artilleries of the  

Arsenal, Venice, Italy. Project  

produced at the Gorge Soros IDEA  

Institute, Duino, Italy

Between a Rock and a Hard Place,  

Special Project by Visiting Artist  

Elizabeth Demaray, Telephonebooth  

Contemporary Art, Curators: Trina  

Cooper, Tim Brown, Kansas City, MO

2006 

The Continued Saga of Forced Perspec-

tive Series, site-specific installation 

at historic AT&T Building, Lower Man-

hattan Cultural Council Award Space,  

32 Avenue of the Americas, New York, 

NY, juried show

Elizabeth Demaray, Selected Works  

and Otherwise, Stedman Gallery,  

Rutgers Camden Center for the Arts,  

Curator: Nancy Maguire, Camden, NJ

2005  

 I See A Red Door and I Want to  

Paint it Black, Gallery San Bruno,  

San Francisco, CA

2003  

 Elizabeth Demaray The Aldrich 2003  

Emerging Artist Award Show, The Al-

drich Museum of Contemporary Art, 

Curators: Harry Philbrick and Richard 

Kline, Ridgefield, CT (catalogue)

Hill at Field Sculpture Park,  

Art Omi Performance, Art Omi Artist 

Colony, Omi, NY

2001  

 The Nike Missile Project,  

The Project Space with support from  

The Andy Warhol Foundation, Headlands  

Center for the Arts, Sausalito, CA 

2000 

Five Floor Fall  

Center Space at The Office Gallery,  

Curator: Jennifer Matson,  

San Francisco, CA 

Only You Know And I Know, Building 

960, Headlands Center For The Arts,  

Sausalito, CA

1999  

 Elizabeth Demaray: Artist in the  

Artist Studio, The Non-informative 

Flyer Project, De Young Museum, Golden 

Gate Park, Curator: Jennifer Moore,  

San Francisco, CA 

1998  

 Mercury: Promoting Arm Chair Technol-

ogy in the Pursuit of Better Visions, 

White Room, Worthryder Gallery, Uni-

versity of California at Berkeley, CA 

The Songs We Sing  

The L.C. Bates Museum of  

Natural History, Audubon Bird Room,  

Waterville, ME 

1997 

The Found Arms of Bay View  

Gallery Twenty Four in conjunction 

with CASE Company, San Francisco, CA 

Selected Group Exhibitions 

2010  

 What Matters Most?  

Exit Art/Eco Art Space,  

Curator: Amy Lipton and Patricia 

Watts, New York, NY

Water, Atlantic Gallery,  

Curator: Pamela Thalese, New York, NY

Over The Bridge, 3rd Street Gallery,  

Curator: Leslie Kaufman,  

Philadelphia, PA

2009  

  Four Sculptors, Hostetter Gallery,  

Curator: Peter Delman,  

Martinsville, NJ

The Best of New York, New York Arts  

Magazine, Broadway Gallery,  

Curator: Saeri Kritani, New York, NY

Sic Transit Gloria:  

The End of The Road  

Atlantic Gallery, Curator: Pamela 

Thalese, New York, NY

 The Non-Informative Flyer,  

Southeast Missouri State University 

Installation, Curator: Trina Cooper,  

Cape Girardeau, MO

2008 

Trading Places, ProArts  

Jersey City at Canco Lofts,  

Curator: Hugo Bastidas,  

Jersey City, NJ

 Aldrich Undercover, Aldrich Museum,  

Curator: Richard Kline, Ridgefield, CN

Into The Trees, Fields Sculpture 
Park, Curators: Lilly Wei and Amy  

Lipton, Omi, NY

 Rapid Matter, Material Connexion  
Curator: Deena DeNaro, New York, NY

2007  

 Field Manual, Hopkins House, Curator:  

Bruce Garriety, Haddon Township, NJ

The Armory Show, Socrates Sculpture 

Park, Curators: Alyson Baker, Robyn 

Donohue, New York, NY
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 The Handmaking, Abington Art Center,  

Curators: Amy Lipton and Joele Cuyler,  

Jenkintown, PA 

Inside/Outside: Habitat, Abington Art  

Center, Curator: Amy Lipton,  

Jenkintown, PA 

2006 

Radiant, Selections from the  

BCAT Multimedia Residency, 10th  

Anniversary Exhibition Brooklyn Arts 

Council,Rotunda Gallery,  

Curator: Patrick Grenier, Brooklyn, NY

Subtle Technologies, The Hand Up  

Project Subtle Technologies Symposium, 

University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada 

(catalogue)

 Summer Show at Hopkins House,  

Hopkins House, Curator: Bruce Garri-

ety, Haddon Township, NJ

 Blame It On Rio, New York Foundation 

for the Arts, White Box, New York, NY

The Armory Show, Socrates Sculpture 

Park, Curators: Alyson Baker, Robyn 

Donohue, New York, NY

Prototype for a Homohome Catalogue,  

Cinders Gallery, Curator: Kay Turner, 

Brooklyn, NY

2005  

 Fear Gear, Roebling Hall Chelsea,  

Curators: Euridicie Arratia and  

Elizabeth Beers, New York, NY

Generation to Generation, Art  

at Rutgers University, Markheim Art 

Center, Haddonfield, NJ

ArSci4 Exhibition, Rutgers University,  

New Brunswick, NJ

Art L.A., Ethan Cohen Fine Arts,  

Curator: Ethan Cohen, Santa Monica, CA 

2004 

Park Your Art, Scope Art Fair, Ethan 

Cohen Fine Art and the Denver Museum 

of Contemporary Art. Curator: Ethan 

Cohen, Miami, FL

Altoids Sixth Annual Curiously Strong  

Collection, New Museum of Contemporary 

Art at the Chelsea Art Museum,  

New York, NY

 Altoids Sixth Annual Curiously Strong  

Collection, Morris Gallery,  

Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts, 

Philadelphia, PA

Altoids Sixth Annual Curiously Strong  

Collection, The Luggage Store,  

San Francisco, CA

Significant Anomaly, Scope Art Fair,  

Curator: Robert Knafo, New York, NY 

 Altoids Sixth Annual Curiously Strong  

Collection, Arthouse, Austin, TX

Altoids Sixth Annual Curiously Strong  

Collection, Consolidated Works,  

Seattle, WA

2003  

 Out-side In, Wooster Art Space,  

Curator: Joyce Kozloff, New York, NY 

 The Armory Show New York,  

The Aldrich Museum of Contemporary 

Art, New York, NY

Problematic, Scope Art Fair,  

Curator: Robert Knafo, Miami, FL 

2002 

Fast Forward — Recent Additions to 

the Permanent Collection, University 

Art Museum, Curator: Lucinda Barnes, 

Berkeley, CA 

New Voices, P.S.1 /NYMOMA Contemporary 

Art Center, Curators: Larissa Harris 

and Daniel Marzona, Long Island City, 

NY (catalogue) 

Emerging Artist Fellowship Award Show  

Socrates Sculpture Park  

Curator: Allison Baker, Queens, NY 

2001  

 Skowhegan Alumni Show, Skowhegan 

School of Painting and Sculpture,  

New York, NY 

 grrrls!, untitled (space) Gallery,  

Curators: Martin Kruck and Lucy  

Soutter, New Haven, CT (catalogue) 

2000  

 Faculty Show, Art Institutes  

International San Francisco,  

San Francisco, CA

Sauza Tequila Award Show  

Gallery Limn, San Francisco, CA

GenArt Emerge Show, San Francisco  

Art Institute, San Francisco, CA

 Intervals, frames and accelerations  

Froelick Adalhart Gallery,  

Portland, OR

1999  

 Playpen, Traywick Gallery, Curators: 

Joanne Chen and Katrina Traywick,  

Berkeley, CA 

Blind Date, The Basement Gallery,  

University of California at Davis,  

Davis, CA

Emerge: New Work by MFA Graduates  

The University Art Museum,  

Curators: Connie Lewallen and Heidi 

Zuckerman-Jacobson, Berkeley, CA 

(catalogue) 

25/25, The Anniversary Show, Southern  

Exposure San Francisco, CA (catalogue) 

1998 

California Small Works Exhibition,  

The California Museum, Sonoma, CA.  

Juror: Debora Orapollo 

1997 

Contemporary Views 

Worthryder Gallery, University of  

California at Berkeley, Berkeley, CA  

Shrink, Southern Exposure,  

Alabama & 17th St. San Francisco, CA

Awards

2009   

 Rutgers University Research Council 

Grant, Rutgers University, NJ

Tell Me TV Artist Honorarium,  

Southeast Missouri State University,  

Cape Girardeau, MO

 Hostetter Gallery Artist Honorarium,  

The Pingry School, Martinsville, NJ

2008  

Trans-Evolution Bio Grant, Center  

for Exploratory and Perceptual Arts,  

Buffalo, NY

Into the Trees Artist Honorarium,  

Field Sculpture Park, Ghent, NY

2007   

Fields Artist Honorarium,  

Field Sculpture Park, Ghent, NY

Rutgers University Research Council 

Grant, Rutgers University, NJ

Abington Arts Sculpture Park Artist  

Honorarium, Abington Arts Center,  

Jenkintown, PA

2006 

Lower Manhattan Cultural Council,  

32 Avenue of the Americas Swing Space 

Award, New York, NY

Rutgers University Research Council 

Grant, Rutgers University, NJ

2005  

New York State Foundation for the Arts 

Award, NYFA Fellowship in the category  

of Sculpture, New York State Founda-

tion for the Arts, New York, NY

2004 

 BCAT Award, Brooklyn Video Coalition  

and Brooklyn Cable Access Television 

Residency, Brooklyn Video Coalition, 

Brooklyn, NY

Altoids Curiously Strong Collection 

Purchase Award, The New Museum and 

Altoids, New York, NY

2003 

The Aldrich Emerging Artist Award,  

The Aldrich Museum of Contemporary 

Art, Ridgefield, CT

Art Omi Residency Award, Art Omi  

Artist Colony, Omi, NY

California Artist in Residence  

Fellowship, Headlands Center for the 

Arts, Sausalito, CA

2002 

Emerging Artist Fellowship, Socrates 

Sculpture Park, Long Island City, NY

 NYMOMA /P.S.1 Contemporary Art Center 

National Studio Award, P.S.1 Contempo-

rary Art Center, Long Island City, NY

Wallace and Alexander Gerbode Founda-

tion Purchase Award for West Coast 

Museums, Wallace and Alexander Gerbode 

Foundation, San Francisco, CA 
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2000 

Bay Area Purity Award, presented  

by Sauza Tequila in conjunction  

with GenArt San Francisco,  

San Francisco, CA

1999  

 Artist in the Artist Studio Residency 

Award, De Young Museum, Golden Gate 

Park, San Francisco, CA

 Post-Graduate Studio Award Fellowship, 

Headlands Center for the Arts,  

Sausalito, CA

Award for Excellence in Teaching, 

University of California at Berkeley, 

Berkeley, CA

 Eisner Prize for Excellence in  

Creative Achievement, University of 

California at Berkeley, Berkeley, CA

1998 

Skowhegan/UCB Fellowship, Skowhegan 

School of Painting and Sculpture,  

New York, NY

1997 

 California Small Works Show Juror’s 

Award, California Museum, Sonoma, CA

 The Rice Award for Creative Achieve-

ment, Department of Art Practice,  

University of California at Berkeley,  

Berkeley, CA

Reviews/Articles/Catalogues/Books/Press

2010 

“Camden Colorfield”, KYW News Radio 

1060, Philadelphia, interview with 

Karen Philips 

DelVecchio, Dante (April 22, 2010) 

“Rutgers Camden Set to Mark Earth Day 

with trash art”, Gloucester County 

Times, Woodbury, NJ

 Renate Schepen, “Impossible Objects, 

from the Continued Saga of Forced  

Perspective, An installation by Eliza-

beth Demaray,” Exhibition Catalogue, 

May 17, 2009.

100 Mid Atlantic Artists, E. Ashley 

Rooney, Schiffer Publishing, 2010

2009 

Peter Delman, “The Continued Saga of 

Forced Perspective, An installation  

by Elizabeth Demaray,” Exhibition 

Catalogue, December 12, 2009

 Grace Putnam, “Elizabeth Demaray  

Exhibits Her Sculpture in Hostetter 

Gallery,” Pingry Record,  

November 30, 2009, Pg 6

Peter Nguyen, “Tell Me TV, Elevating  

Television to its Rightful Place as 

our Narrative Art Form,” Exhibition 

Catalogue, May 1, 2009.

2008 

Twylene Moyer, “Into the Trees,” 

Sculpture 31, no. 36, November 2008: 

Pgs 18-19

Peter Delman, “CANCO Shows,” Jersey 

City Reporter, October 4, 2008,  

Pgs 5, 15

Tim Kane, “Sculpture Peeping,” Times 

Union, September 14, 2008, Pg  2.

Richard Roth, “TREES ARE THE FOCUS, 

indoors and out, when Art Omi unveils 

the Charles B. Benenson Visitors Cen-

ter and Gallery this Saturday, June 

21,” The Independent, June 6, 2008, 

Entertainment

Meisha Rosenberg, “Branching Out,”  

Metroland the Alternative News  

Weekly of New York’s Capitol Region 

27, no. 9. 

 Bonnie J. Rough, “Notes on the Space  

We Take,” The Best American Science  

and Nature Writing 2007,  
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